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The Student Union Recreation and Events Center is over budget and will be completed much later than planned

lie probably just thought he could
get away with it. lie didn’t think of
the realistic implications.’
Kelly

McAllister,

SJSU drama student

Cop shoots student,
foils ATM robbery
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
SJSU drama student Charles
McKeithan, who was shot by a
plainclothes policeman he was allegedly trying to rob, will go to
court Wednesday to enter a plea.
a public information officer at
Santa Clara County Jail said.
McKeithan has been in custody
since Friday. when he was arraigned on charges of attempted
armed robbery and assault with a
deadly weapon. He has no criminal record, police said.
On March 30. McKeithan reportedly tried to hold up police
officer Jack Baxter at a Wells
Fargo automated teller machine
,in First and Mission streets.
Dressed as "Humphrey Bogart."
McKeithan
allegedly
threatened Baxter with an unloaded. 12 -gauge shotgun. Baxter
pulled a .31{ automatic and shot
McKeithan three times in the left
arm, chest and chin.
McKeithan was taken to Santa
Clara Valley Medical Center
where he was treated for minor
injuries and discharged a day
later, according to hospital officials,
Lt. William Lansdowne of the

Nan Jose Police Department said
officers are trained to fire multiple shots and "a lot of times
they don’t know how many shots
they fire."
Officers involved in shootings
are routinely placed im administrative leave while the incident is
investigated. Lansdowne said.
The leave also gives the officer
time to recuperate.
Lansdowne said he doesn’t
know when Baxter, who is on
leave, will he returning to work
and added. "It’s a stressful event
in an officer’s life.’’
On Monday morning, students
in Eliza Chugg’s Drama 152 class
were discussing what might have
possessed their "open and amiable classmate to do what he is
accused of.
Kelly McAllister described
McKeithan as somewhat "young
and awkward.
"He probably just thought he
could get away with it." McAllister said. "He didn’t think of
the realistic implications."
The "Bogart outfit McKeithan was wearing was initially reported as borrowed or stolen from
hut
the drama department.
See SHOOTING page

Professor addresses
Honors Convocation
By Hazel Whitman
What Every American Needs to
Daily staff writer
Know) points to disagreement
This April’s Twenty. sith Annual among scholars over how students
Honors Convocation will be accen- should he taught.
tuated with an appearance by a roan
Williams is further described by
called a "fiery speaker" by Insight the Universal Church publication.
Magazine.
Insight Magazine. It states he is a
The speaker, his appearance made man who "staked out controversial
possible with lottery money. is Wal- turf with his 1982 hook. "The State
ter E. Williams. a professor of eco- Against Blacks." and in numerous
nomics at George Mason University scholarly and popular journal artiin Fairfax, Va.
cles."
Williams states he is counteractThe chairman of the SJSU ecoaca"widespread
calls
he
what
ing
demic dishonesty" in the United ninnies department, James Willis
States that permits "use of the class- said. I’m pleased that the univerroom to promote (the professors’) sity has invited Williams. He’s an
economist of very good reputation."
own opinions."
Williams’ autobiographical sketch
Recent campus discussion (specifically the differing views on E.D. lists his accomplishments, both on
Hirsch’s book "Cultural Literacy:
See HONORS. page 8

By Jeff Eider
Daily staff writer
A report analyzing the Rec Center
project has revealed errors committed by the construction company,
the architects and the California
State University trustees.
Although SJSU students may be
asked to pay for up to $8.5 million in
cost overruns, it will be in their hest
interest to fund the fastest possible
completion of the mishandled project, said the president of the company that did the report.
"It’s very important that students
work with the university to get this
done." said James Dielschneider,
president of Professional Mani.gernent Associates.
"If there are differences on your
side it is easier for the contractor to
get more money," he said.
The PMA report. commissioned
by the SJSU administration, was released March 21. and revealed signinificant mismanagement by Roebbelen Engineering. Inc., the project’s
contractor.
Roebbelen told the Spartan Daily
two weeks ago that they were given
poor blueprints by Hall, Goodhue.
Haisley and Barker, the project’, architects. which the PMA report also
outlines, but in less detail than the
errors.
The report also says. "Project observation. inspection, and meeting
records do not comply with CSU
procedures and are seriously inadequate." suggesting that the comae -

tor was not overseen sufficiently by
the CSU trustees and SJSU administration.
Negotiations between the parties
are sure to recover some student
funds, and litigation brought by the
CSU board of trustees and the Associated Students may retrieve even
more.
Any recovery must by law be returned to the project, not to the students, and a student fee increase to
cover the Rec Center’s overruns
seems imminent.
But Dielschneider says students
will save money by not protesting
what seems to many of them to be an
unfair demand that they bail the project out of its financial woes.
"We’re trying to be very careful
about
the
parties
involved,"
Dielschneider said. "We have to
work with the architect, and we need
the cooperation of the contractor.
"The CSU people are responsible
for spending money on the project,"
he said. "But whatever they did or
didn’t do. they essentially have (the
student’s) checkbook. (Students)
should try to he very cooperative
ith them to get this thing done."
Members of the A.S. Board of Directors attempted to prevent CSU
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds from
giving the CSU Board of Trustees
the authority to raise student fees,
but she still did so last month. Now
See REPORT. page 8

Scow gains 68.6% of student votes
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
Independent Kim Scow defeated
the Responsible Alliance’s Paul KJ
tawict in the Associated Students’
run-off election for the director of
personnel position.
Neither candidate received a majority of votes in the original March
16 and 17 A.S. election, partly be- and current vice president.
Scow and Katawicz both handed
cause the Students Organized and
Unified for New Directions’ Isabel out fliers in front of the Student
Coelho drew 9.9 percent of the Union. seeking votes for the run-off.
but several A.S. directors noted
Voles.
The race for director of personnel Scow’s persistent campaigning as
was the only race with three candi- reason for her victory.
"She was out there fighting
dates, and therefore the only one in
which a run -tiff election was possi- hard." Katawicz said. "She did a
great
job on the election. I wish her a
ble.
In the original election, Katawicz lot of luck.’’
"I’m really happy." Scow said
edged Scow. receiving 46.6 percent
of the vote compared to her 43.1 per- the night of March 25. when results
of the run-off were released. "This
cent.
But in the run-off election. Scow is great." she said. "I’M going to
received 68.6 percent of the vote. work really hard to make people glad
winning by about the same margin they voted for me."
Katawicz said he would like to
with which IN REAL candidates
won seats against SOUND candi- work for the A.S. Program Board.
’I’m definitely going to stay indates in the first election.
Independent Mark Murillo won volved with A .S..’’ he said.
Director
of personnel will he a key
the only other race not taken by a
REAL candidate, beating REAL’s position in the fight against student
apathy currently facing the A S.
Rick Thomas for controller.
Seven hundred less students voted
"Scow out -campaigned him.
said Terry McCarthy, president-elect in this year’s election than in last

A.S. Election

Update(

’I’m going to work
really hard to make
people glad they
voted for me.’
Kim Scow,
new AS. director
of personnel

year’s. Not enough candidates entered races to give students a choice
for every post.
Scow made greater student involvement in the A.S. a key point of
her platform. promising to "increase
cotnmunication between A.S. and
students through the use of simple
fliers.’’
Scow depended on her significant
connection,. in the housing community, where she has served as a resi-

A.S. grants funds for celebration
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
The last Associated Students
Board of Directors meeting before
spring break is usually poorly attended.
But on March 24, more than 50
Hispanic students crowded the A.S.
council chambers to show their support for SJSU’s Cinco de Mayo celebration, for which they were asking
about $4.000.
"I’d like to thank you all for coming," said Terry McCarthy. A.S.
vice president and president-elect.
"I think this is the largest crowd
we’ve ever had .
Members of the group smiled and
laughed.
But there was dead silence as Dan
McIntosh. director of academic affairs. asked, "How will the allocation help you accomplish your
goals?"
"It will give us more wellrounded programs," said Patricia
Loredo. president of the Chicano Alliance.
"How much did we give Women’s Week?" asked Tom Boothe. director of California state affairs.
"We gave them $5,775." Rick
Thomas. director of community affairs said.
And still the crowded chambers
were silent.
Thomas then intervened and
voiced support of Cinco de Mayo.

saying that in his opinion the celebration should go on for a week at
SJSU.
The group broke into applause
which lasted for half a minute as
they smiled and nodded to each
other.
McCarthy called for a vole.
Should the A.S. add $800 to the
original request so that a comedian,
poetry readings and a band could be
added to the Cinco de Mayo events?
All the directors said aye.
"That passes unanimously. McCarthy said.
Again the group broke into a long
ovation.

McCarthy pounded his gio. el
down three times. "Could we keep
some order in here please?" he
asked.
Now came discussion on the main
motion. Should the A.S. make the
$4.000 allocation for Cinco de
Mayo?
"Have you considered charging
admission to cover some of the
costs?" asked Tom Boothe. director
of California state affairs.
"If you charge people admission
they will stay there, and otherwise
they will keep going in and out.
Boothe said
See FUNDING. page 8

Attention potential honors students
You may be eligible for a
scholastic honor award and not
even know it.
The following breakdown describes award and eligilibilty requirements:
Undergraduate students who
have earned a 4.0 grade -point average at SJSU in the two semesters prior to the Honors Convocation are designated President’s
Scholars.
Undergraduate students who
have earned a 3.65 or higher
grade -point average at SJSU in
the two semesters prior to the

Honors Convocation are designated Dean’s Scholars in their respective schools.
The minimal load allowed for
the award of academic honors is
the student’s full program of
graded courses or 12 units,
whichever is larger.
Any student who feels that they
qualify for Honors Recognition
but have not been notified can
call the Academic Senate Office
at 924-2440 or dmp by Room 177
in the Administration Building.
Suzanne De Lang

dent adviser, for her base of support.
Katawicz, a member of Sigma Nu
fraternity, campaigned heavily in the
Greek community. Fraternities and
sororities received more than one fifth of the $2 profit-sharing donations students made in the first election, suggesting that the Greek community
is
SJSU’s
largest
constituency.
A.S. executives and directors take
office in May.

Congressman
debuts new
fall courses
By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
Congressman Norman Mineta.
discussing "Righting the Wrongs of
History. will introduce SJSU’s
new division of cultural pluralism in
the Student Union at 2:30 Wednesday.
The division of cultural pluralism
was founded in the School of Social
Sciences to address the need for
knowledge about the diversity in our
society.
"Faculty and administratitin believe we live in a diverse society and
it should he reflected in the class offerings. said Jim Walsh, associate
dean of the School of Social Sciences. "It will address major concerns of the 20th century and develop new goals for the 21st."
The do sion will offer its first
course in fall 1988. Cultural Pluralism I will satisfy two general education requirements. The class will
combine instruction, research and
community involvement.
Mineta was selected for the first
public colloquium of the division because of his leadership on issues of
cultural pluralism.
See MINF.TA, page 6
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Chewing on my wallet

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications

device at home. Although it
Ihave a fascinating
doesn’t fulfill its primary function perfectly, it
does occasionally carry out a task that’s not all
too thrilling to experience.
The device is my car. Its hobby is sucking dollars from my wallet.
It’s really thrilling to get the old bank account
up to a substantial amount or to reduce one of my
credit card balances to zero. And strange as it may
it’s a 1979 Chevette. I can just
seem, my car
can
hear those cries of envy from you readers
sense this financial well-being and promptly breaks
down.
Sure, the thing is getting kind of old. After all,
the car survived three Chicago winters and five
years amid Los Angeles smog and congested traffic. But jeez, I only drive the thing about 15 miles a
day. I long ago swore off driving on the freeway
because the klunker can’t go more than 40 mph.
Now, after my mechanical pride and joy has totaled $275 in repair bills over the past two weeks,
that sum is about to grow even further because the
#%*it$*##&$! thing wouldn’t start yesterday
morning.
Ali, the wonders of modern technology!
I spent a good part of spring break commuting
between my home and the nearest Goodyear dealer.
You see, my car sensed that I had completely paid
off my Emporium Capwell bill, and that just
wouldn’t do. Presto! The water pump dies. Chalk
up $175. But first the mechanics had to run something called an eletronic diagnostic test on the
thing. Mark down another $35.
Meanwhile, my wallet was actually beginning
to sob.

Since 1934

Water shortage
on the horizon
Back in early February I went to Blimpie’s for
lunch with a friend. Before we were half done with
our crab salad sandwiches and pitcher of beer, a
hard rain forced us to move inside from the patio.
We finished lunch and needed to return to campus, but we were hostages of the storm, which by
then was creating huge puddles on the street and
sidewalk.
Neither of us had an umbrella or raincoat. My
friend was: wearing wool.
Ultimately we made a mad dash hack to C:1111
pus, hurdling puddles
and dodging cars
while getting completely drenched.
That was the last
good rain we had.
If I had known
we weren’t going to
get rain for two
months. I would’ve
tap danced in the
puddles, not hurdled
over
them.
Jeff
would’ve graciously
Elder
given cars the right of
way, patiently awaiting the WALK signal in damp contentment. I
would have done my best Gene Kelly serenade to
each lovely drop. if I had only known.
You see. I was here for the drought of 1977. I
remember what it was like.
"Don’t be a drip, conserve water," proclaimed
stickers in almost every public restroom. We put
adapters on our showerheads and bricks in our toilet
tanks. We took "navy showers." turning off the
water while we soaped and shampooed ourselves,
and turning it back on again to rinse.
I remember getting a ride home from school one
afternoon from a classmate’s mother. When we
passed by a senior citizen who was watering his
lawn, my friend’s mom screamed out the window
at the man. "Turn that thing off, you jerk!" My
friend and I were very impressed.
It didn’t rain for months. Everyone’s lawn died.
Cars became filthier and filthier. Restaurants didn’t
bring you water unless you asked for it. and then
other diners watched to see that you finished it.
Then, one day, it rained. I was sitting in my
eighth grade English class when a gentle patter of
drops began to hit the trees outside our windows.
Everyone paused.
Our teacher was Mrs. Zimmerman, a woman
with a french twist hairdo that made her head look
like a danish, blue eye shadow and a hot pink Ford
.mustang. We adored her.
"We’re all going to he quiet." she said. "and
listen to the rain."
No one’s using the "D" word yet this year. but
they may soon. Fire departments are predicting an
unusually had season for forest fires. People who
live in the foothills are being encouraged to clean
up dry brush to keep hazards at a minimum.
Water wars in the North Bay are already underway. Oakland residents are steamed that they may
receive only half the water residents of wealthier
cities are given because they don’t have as much
lawn to water.
People who normally scoff at the idea of hay
fever are in misery as the air gets dirtier and more
pollen -filled.
In other words, the symptoms of a drought have
begun.
The adapters may go hack on the showerheads;
the bricks may go hack in the toilet tanks: navy
showers may come back in fashion.
Get ready, you drips, to begin conserving water
again

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
our readers.
from you
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also corrent obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.

Letters to the Editor
No Godlike presidents
Editor,
After reading the pieces on March
10 by Jeff Elder and Mike Lewis. I
was finally prompted to do what I
had managed to refrain from doing
thus far in my SJSU career: write a
letter to the Spartan Daily. I had refrained because I dislike howling
into the wind and wasting my time
on a letter that is unlikely to make a
difference; but on this subject I have
chosen to make an exception and
break out my soapbox.
True, Mr. Elder, America has indeed not had "an inquisition, a crusade or an administration designed
on the Gospel". . . yet I. for one,
hope to keep it that way. I agree
wholeheartedly with Elder on the position that we shOuld not ban religious figures from running for public
office . . . This is a right guaranteed
by the U.S. Constitution. However,
I fervently hope that the people of
the United States are never so foolish
as to set the precedent for a future religious tyranny by actually electing a
religious leader to the presidency.
Perhaps if the entire country was
representative of only one system of
religious belief, there would be no
need for a separation of church and
state: but in the United States there
are nearly 250 million people representing every religious belief and
moral system imaginable. To base
the laws and the enforcement of
those laws upon the moral beliefs of
only one of those groups
however
numerous the members of that group
might be forces the members of
all minority religious groups to live
by the morals of another. This is
simply wrong. . .regardless of majority opinion.
Although I don’t care much for
Pat Robertson. I believe Jesse Jack
son would make an excellent prest
dent, except for the danger of the
precedent his election would set.
The idea of a nation’s leader ruling
because God wishes it, known historically as the Divine Right of
Kings, was abolished in Great Britain in 1215 when the English Parliament forced King John to sign the
Magna Carta. Let us see to it that the
risky first step toward a return to that
idea is never taken in this country.
The place for religious leaders. even
men as great as Jesse Jackson.
III
the chapel. not in the Oval OftWe
Derek Ifieniforth
Freshman
Drama

Euthanasia a choice

alternative to facing reality, but I see
little dignity in painful and prolonged death. Certainly euthanasia is
a viable alternative and Ms. Parkin’s
article (although I did not agree with
all of it) presented a good case for it.
Anthony Bacio
Senior
Computer Engineering

Emphasize abilities

Editor..
At first I found myself irritated at
all the fuss concerning Jim Walters.
an AIDS sufferer, as he sought to be
elected to an A.S. position. The fuss
troubled me, but what bothered me
even more was this: If Walters was
merely a student (without the addition of any labels), how much press
would you have given him?
Recently, Walters stated in an interview that he viewed himself as
"physically challenged." At first, I
was puzzled and then got his point.
That is. he has a physical problem AA misinformation
(AIDS) which has changed his perI at nor.
spectives on what’s important. As a
Once again I read the Spartan
disabled student. I have my own
Daily only to find misinformation
struggles and I welcome Walters
disguised as information. In Julie
to the trenches.
Rogers’ March 16 "Artist’s RenWhat is significant about each one
dering." ( ’No ’mean’ in mean of us not just Jim Walters and 1
she states that the self-help
is that action or involvement is a ing’).
group Alcoholics Anonymous "teachoice. Rather than giving column
ches its members that alcohol is
inches to people’s disabilities, give
evil. . ." During my 14-year assothem credit for their decision to be
ciation with AA and Al -Anon. I
involved. There is much that needs
have never been taught that alctai,1
doing in this world and too few
is evil. Nowhere in the first 16-1
doers.
pages of the hook "Alcoholic,
In sum, as you cover issues in the
Anonymous" are we taught this misfuture, be sensitive, yet spotlight
information. What we are taught is
abilities over disabilities. We all
that alcoholism is a disease of the
have problems. Let’s not create
body, the mind and the soul. For the
more by stressing the wrong stuff.
alcoholic, he or she is reminded
Mars Jane Dulleck
"We deal with alcohol cunning.
Graduate Student
baffling and powerful." (Chapter 5.
Special Major
’ How it works.’ I
Ms. Rogers was obviously either
Helmets save lives
misinfornied or failed to do the miniI
mum investigation regarding her
In regards to Dani Parkin’s col- topic. Members of AA concern
umn titled "Helmet laws restrict themselves with their own addiction
rights." I think, Ms. Parkin. that I and not the drinking habits of the
would rather write the Daily than my non-alcoholic. Hopefully the next
senator, thank you.
time Ms. Rogers chooses to write
I am a veteran motorcycle rider. about what a group of people beMotocross, cross-country and street lieves or teaches, she will ask them.
bikes have been a part of my life
Carol Knopp
since I was 8 years old.
.111 nior
I agree with one thing you said.
liberal Studies
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Unlike Mr. Frittel, 1 de not be hey:. that Dani Parkin expressed
retarded ideas" in her March 15
column. "Right to death just as crucial." I consider a quick and painless death preferable to a lingering
and possibly painful death.
I wonder how Ms. Parkin’s beliefs
can be in "direct conflict with our
society’s conscience and morals."
My morals and conscience are certainly different from Mr. Frizzers.
yet we are both a part of society.
How is the collective conscience of
society decided? By the loudest? By
the lawmakers? If by the last then
certainly suicide or euthanasia is permissible, for society gives itself the
power to take the lives of murderers.
As far as suicide (which Mr. Frizzel confuses with euthanasia, although they are not the same) being
selfish, of course it is. And why
shouldn’t it he? Does one Owe more
Ito others than to one’s self.’
I’m not advocating suicide as an

ft

that riding gives a sense of "intense
euphoria." Speed is a drug in itself.
Add a joint or a couple of beers and
it can be sheer ecstasy.
Have you ever seen someone’s
head after it hit the pavement at 40
mph? Well. I have. It somewhat resembles an overripe watermelon
dropped off a 10-story building. She
never knew what hit her.
I have fallen a few times, whacking the hell out of my head and thank
God I had my Shoei helmet on. If
this new legislation. AB -36, saves
one life, it’s worth it.
Comparing the United States and
Russia on this issue is just plain
weak journalism.
I hope AB -36 passes and you get
the first ticket. Better that than
scraping your skull oft the pavement
with a shine].
Greg Cornelison
Senior
Public Relations

y

ShaN OUR PETITION!
(WE’LL FIGURE OuT
WHAT IT’S FOR
LATER!)

beginning to believe that a conspiracy exists
I’m
between General Motors and Santa Clara
County Transit. It seems that every so often,
when ridership decreases to a certain point, the
transit authorities send out a signal that activates an
automatic breakdown system in cars throughout the
land. It just happens that it’s my turn right now.
In the meantime, the mechanics get rich.
County Transit has my business and I’m slowly
buying a new car one part at a time.
In my dreams I imagine hiring a tow truck to
take this automobile from hell to the nearest cliff,
where I can first use the thing to test multiple forms
of explosives before sending it on to a long -delayed
grave on the rocks below’. Without a car, I would
no longer have mechanics sucking dough from my
pocket. I wouldn’t have to pay for parking every
day at the city parking lot near SJSU (I don’t park
in the SJSU garages. Why put an extra penny into
the coffers of the SJSU administration and the idiotic CSU board of trustees?) And I wouldn’t have
the state of California hitting me up each year for a
registration.
Unfortunately, this country ’s love affair with
cars is only topped by its infatuation with handguns. Somehow. people equate owning a car with a
feeling of independence. Who cares if there are
80.000 cars with only a single passenger on the
freeways each morning? Owning your own car enables you to go where you want, when you want,
and offers a secure little world where you can give
the finger to sweet little old ladies who are not driving fast enough to suit you.
Although not as bad as Los Angeles, the Bay
area is still tough to get around in without a car.
Back east in Chicago or New York, commuting via
public transportation is the easiest way to go. In addition to the standard busses and light rail systems.
car pools and commuter trains are also heavily used
to transport workers to the city.
Believe it or not, there are those of us who simply don’t like to drive. It’s funny that when people
describe how safe it is to fly they usually refer to
the fact that "it’s safer than driving a car." Yet
they don’t think twice about zooming down the
freeway at 70 mph. only a slight turn of the wheel
.iway from instant death.
Driving is also extremely stressful. You can al
most see the tempers flare when too many people,
who all happen to be in a big hurry- to get where
they’re going, clog the streets and highways. Middle fingers fly, obsenities are screamed and general
chaos ensues.
Other than the expense, stress, paperwork and
overall red tape involved with owning a car. I guess
it’s pretty much a picnic. Until I get to a civilized
area where affordable mass transit is a reality. I
guess I’m going to have to continue to play the
game.
Meanwhile. my Nor wallet gently weeps.
Dave Lanson is the Forum Page editor. Puh1.
al Messages appears ever) Tuesdas .
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Thefts to come before the chicken or the egg
GILROY I AP)
Illegal acts such as the Easter weekend raid on a chicken hatchery are the
only way to stop inhumane treatment of research and farm animals, ’ii member of an underground animal rights group says.
The Animal Liberation Front vows to continue the actions, which also included a raid on
a rabbit farm the weekend before, even though
they could mean jail.
"It’s only a small taste of what’s going to
happen in the future," the activist, identified
only as Ben, 34, told The Tribune of Oakland in
a telephone interview published Sunday.
The ALF’s raid Friday night was at the Davis
Poultry Co. & Egg Ranch in Gilroy.
The group broke into the hatchery, stole at
least 28 hens and spray -painted the walls and
grounds. the Santa Clara County sheriff’s office
said. The Animal Liberation Front termed the

action an "Easter liberation for life" for 711
hens, although the sheriff’s office disputed the
number.
On March 27. 73 rabbits were taken in a raid
on a rabbit -breeding company in Hayward in
protest over the slaughter of rabbits for medical
research, furs and meat,
Over the years, the militant group also has
claimed responsibility for a series of break-ins
and fires throughout the state, including a 19145
raid at the University of California at Riverside,
where several hundred research animals
including a rare monkey
were taken.
State Attorney General John Van de Kamp
has called the Animal Liberation Front one of
the most active terrorist organizations in the
state.
But in the interview with The Tribune, arranged through a Southern California intermed-

tary. Ben rejected the "terrorist label.
"ALF contends that animals are not ours to
eat, wear or experiment on," he said. "We
can’t call what we do violence."
True violence. Ben said, is aimed at another
living thing. To destroy "implements of destruction" and "institutions of death" are not
s iolent acts, he maintained.
"We have to operate on a much higher law,"
he said.
The Animal Liberation Front operates
through independent "cells" of three to six
members each, Ben said. He said he didn’t
know how many cells operate in California.
"We like to say ALF isn’t necessarily a
membership organization.’’ he said. ’’It’s more
a state of mind.’’
He would not say whether he took part in either the Hayward or Gilroy raids.

Officials say U.S. staged chase

U.S. troops
take first step
to Panama

PANAMA CITY. Panama (API
A Panamanian government of
suggested the United States
might have staged a chase of its ambassador’s car to justify an eventual
military invasion.
The U.S. Embassy said Ambassador Arthur Davis was pursued for
two miles in Panama City on Sunday
by a government military vehicle
with its siren blaring. It called the incident serious.
Sunday’s communique signed by
Justice Minister Rodollo Chiari de
Leon said the incident began when a
police sergeant saw civilians in three
vehicles following the ambassador’s
car with "an exaggerated display of
automatic arms."
"We do not want to think that
they are fabricating Use accusations
against our armed forces to justify an
announced invasion of Panama, and
we reiterate the intent of the Puna -

FORT ORD (AP) Onl
days after fellow soldiers returned from Honduras, mem
hers of a combat aviation brigade began leaving Fort Ord tt
helicopter Monday for the short
ride to Travis Air Force Base.
step one in a trip to Panama to
help protect U.S. interests.
Carrying the troops to Travis. and accompanying them on
the mission to Panama, were 26
helicopters, including 15 UH
60 Blaekhawk utility helicopf
ers. seven AH- IS Cobra attack
helicopters and four OH -58
Kiowa observation helicopters.
The troops, members of the
7th Infantry Division (Light>
Aviation Brigade, will leave
Travis today on huge Air Force
transport planes.

Officials may not know
where Singleton settles
10 own, but lor all practical purposes
SAN QUEN I IN (AP) For
rapist -mutilator we are escorting him."
paroled
months
"If it weren’t for the press calls,
Lawrence Singleton has lived a hermitlike existence in a trailer at the we wouldn’t know he was out
state prison, the only place authori- there," said prison spokesman Dave
ties could find for him after he was Langerman. "Out of sight is out
mind. Anyone out on the streets has
driven out of town after town.
more to fear from the unknown On April 25. his parole and his
will come to the guy with the tattoo next to them
stay at San Quentin
than from this
to
in the supermarket
able
an end. Singleton will he
walk away a free man, under no ob- poor little burned -out guy under esligation to tell officials where he will cort."
Singleton, who has not granted insettle.
The 60 -year-old ex -convict bears terviews, served nine years, 11
little resemblance to the burly, hard - months of a I4 -year. four-month
drinking ex -sailor convicted of rap- sentence in the California Men’s
ing and sodomizing I5 -year-old Colony at San Luis Obispo, receivhitchhiker Mary Vincent in 1978 and ing an early release for good behavchopping off her forearms with an ior and through a work -credit program. Chun said.
ax.
The early release infuriated resiToday, he lives on a small Social
Security grant and spends his days dents of a half-dozen small comtnutending the yard around his trailer in nities where authorities tried to place
a remote corner of the I .000-acre Singleton last spring. In Rodeo,
about 25 miles northeast of San
prison grounds.
Although not formally under Francisco, a mob of 500 people
guard, he observes a 10 p.m. to 6 forced officers to move Singleton
a.ni curlew and is watched by at under armed guard front a hotel
least one parole officer when he room.
Finally. in June. Gov. George
leaves the grounds for weekly skits
Singleton
ordered
Deukmejian
said.
to a psjchologist. of
’When he wants to go shopping, placed at San Quentin for the durahe asks us because he has no trans- tion of his one-year parole.
Once his parole ends. Singleton is
portation." said Ronald Chun, regional parole administrator for the under no obligation to tell officials
Department of (.’orrections....rech- whether he will settle in Florida.
nmcall . we have him under surveil- near relatives, or elsewhere, Chun
lance He can walk around on his said.

Cycle blessings draw 2,500
Associated Press

priest flicked holy water on tons
of glistening chrome and steel when
2.500 motorcycle riders showed up
for the seventh annual Blessing of
the Bikes.
However, the first biker at Sunday’s event was on foot.
"This is the part that keeps breakA

ing." John Dunn of San Leandro
told the Rev. Alfred Kelley of San
Jose’s St. Frances Caprini Church.
After the clergyman sprinkled the
part. Dunn raised it aloft and moved
it in the sign of the cross.
Hells Angels rubbed leather-clad
elbows with pretty -in -pink Women
on Wheels at the day -long blessing.

manian government to protect the
life and property of residents and
foreigners, including North Americans." the communique said.
There was no immediate U.S.
Embassy reaction to the statement.
The United States is sending 1,300 additional troops to Panama on
Tuesday. Troops were loading
weapons and supplies into helicopters today in the United States in preparation

American officials have said the
forces are intended to protect U.S.
bases and American citizens. Washington has declared it will not use
military force to oust Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega. whose leadership
has been the focus of a national political and economic crisis.
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Births, which had dipped somewhat in 1986, climbed 3 percent the
following year to an estimated
3,829,000.
"The 1987 provisional total is the
largest
number reported since
1964," the study said. The tertilitv
rate was 66.1 live births per 1,000
women aged 15-44, up from 64.9 in
19146.
The rising number of births that
have occurred in recent years has resulted from the large number of
women horn during the post World
War II Baby Boom who have now
entered their main child -hearing
years.
That has prompted population experts to term the recent rise in births
in
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LAW INFORMATION
DAY
WED. April 6, 1988
Umunhum Room
Student Union
SJSU

11151 AM

OPEN HOUSE
Informal session with
selected law school
representatives

11 30 AM

LAW CAREERS
Panel of lawyers and
professionals discuss types of
erneloymeni

2311 PM

WHAT’S LAW SCHOOL
REALLY LIKE?
Law students discuss the
Main Id law school in the Bay
Area

1 15 PM

KONG’S HAWAIIAN
SHAVE ICE CO.
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JOSE STATE SPECIALS
SAN
-Friendly local service while you ’re at school."
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WASHINGTON (AP)
The
aging of America’s population led to
a national record of 2.1 million
deaths last year, hut births topped
3.8 million for the highest number in
23 years, the government says.
The National Center for Health
Statistics reported Friday that deaths
in 1987 totaled "2,127,000. about
28,000 more than the previous year
and the largest number ever reported
for the United States."
Deaths from heart disease, the nation’s No. I killer, slipped slightly.
hut cancer claimed more victims
than in the year before, the study
showed.
The nation’s overall death rate
was about the same as in 1986, at
about 8.7 deaths per 1,000 people.
That’s because the number of fatalities increased at about the same rate
as the population grew, the study
noted.
The study also found that mai

There are 10.000 troops stationed
at the U.S. Southern Command in
Panama.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State University Community Since

Births top deaths for 1987;
cancer claims more victims

We are berry proud
to announce our

BERRY BASH SPLASH!
LOTS AND LOTS OF BERRIES
IN "BERRIOUS" WAYS
offered all week in the

student union

cafeteria
Check out all our
Berry Treats!
C

Special Propmes Group:
I ogle Calks I.,,’, Jackson
’herney Penn 14. memane si.

floolmok,

A.S. Committee
Openings!
Get Involved
and
Make a Difference!
,
* Help decide where to

allocate thousands of dollars
to activities related to instruction. ft._ _.4eS
Holding a position on the
RELATED ACTIVITIES FEE ADVISORY COMMITTFF
will help you gain financial experience and
management tecniques.

* Make next Fall’s
Homecoming a BLAST.
There Is a position opening for the
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE CHAIR
who decides what events and activities
will be held homecoming week.
** There are many committees **
that need YOU’
1101 more information, go to the A.S. Officc.
(3rd floor, Student Union) or call 924 6240.
* Deadline to apply is April 14th.*
********* Paid for by the Associated Studer ils **** *****
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Brown top candidate for UCLA job
LOS ANGELES (AP) Larry
Brown, who took UCLA to the
NCAA championship game in 1980
and found himself there with Kansas
last night, has emerged as a leading
candidate for the Bruins’ vacant
coaching job.
North Carolina State’s Jim Valvano removed himself from consideration Saturday and, on Sunday,
Duke’s Mike Krzyzewski ended
speculation that he would be the one
to replace the fired Walt Hazzard.
According to published reports,
sources close to UCLA say Brown is
interested in returning to the Pacific 10 school.
Brown, coincidentally, will be in
Los Angeles Wednesday, accompanying Kansas All -America forward
Danny Manning to the John Wooden
Award luncheon. The Wooden
Award goes to the country’s best
college basketball player.
Wooden guided UCLA to 10
NCAA crowns in 12 seasons.
Hazzard was the Bruins’ fifth coach
since Wooden retired after the 197475 season.
"I realize my name is going to

Kendra Luck

Daily staff photographer

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
Eight
former winners, five rookies, a
handful of grandfathers, a county
judge and enough Andrettis for a
family reunion are among the drivers
named on entries for the May 29 Indianapolis 500.
The entry deadline passed at midnight Friday. although the Speedway
the Spartans defeat the Bruins. and will accept any late arrivals that were
on March g he heat Cal’s Woody postmarked
before
that
time.
Hunt. a member of the U.S. Junior Usually, there are several stragglers
Davis Cup team. In late February, which boost the final entry total.
Allen also defeated Stanford’s Jeff
As of Sunday, 78 cars and 33
Tarango.
drivers had been entered for the 72nd
"He’s been playing well," said running of the world’s richest autoCoach John Hubbell.
"We’ve mobile race, which last year paid a
missed him since he got hurt. We’re record purse of $4.5 million.
hoping he can pick up where he left
The entries include Al Unser, who
off."
became the oldest Indy winner in
Allen played a doubles match history a year ago and will turn 49
against the University of Nevada at next month on race day. Unser, one
Las Vegas on March 25. and Hub- of the racing granddads whose son,
bell said the ankle had recovered Al Jr., also is entered, last year
some but was still sore.
matched the record of four Indy 500
On Thursday. when the Spartans victories established by A.J. Foyt in
take on the University of Washing- 1977.
ton. Allen is scheduled to play his
Grandfathers Foyt. 53, who has
first singles match in nearly a month. raced in a record 30 Indy 500s;
Allen was out of town for spring Mario Andretti, 48, trying for his
break and could not be reached for 24th start, and Dick Simon, 54, who
comment.
has driven in 16 previous races and
This ’season Allen’s record is is the oldest known starter in Indy
11-5. The Spartans as a team are history, also are entered.
Jeff Elder
g- I I .
Three cars for Andretti’s son, Mi-

Tennis association
honors SJSU’s Allen

Dravecky
sparkles in
Giants’ win
Dave
1.0S ANGEI.ES (API
Dravecky’s first pitch of the 198K
season landed in the left -field seats
at Dodger Stadium.
But Los Angeles did very little
is ith his next 91 as the San Francisco
Giants successfully opened defense
of their National League West title
Monday by heating the Dodgers 5-1
Drasecky pitched a three -hitter
and Brett Butler, playing in his first
game for the Giants. had three hits.
including a two -run triple. to spark
San Francisco to its s ictory over the
new look Dodgers. who played a lot
like the old ones in their first game
01 19M.
Stine Sax gave the Dodgers a I-0
lead and the crowd of 48.484 at
Dodger Stadium a thrill when he hit
Draieiky ’s I IPA pitch deep into the
lett I ield stands
110,A cer . I its AngeWs managed
only a si sill inning single hy Sax and
an eighth -inning single by Mike
Scioscia after that. Draiecky walked
one and struck out three
"It’s a good feel tin to go out
there and pitch nine innings." Dru.
vecky said. "The key was the de
fense. I can’t say enough about the
defense, the way they supported me
We’ve got as good a defense as there
is in the game.’
Dravecky admitted he didn’t es
peel to pitch a complete game in the
first game of the season
"I was very surprised. hut 90
pitches (actually 921 and a good de
fense had a lot to do with it "
Drasecky said he wasn’t discour
aged by the first -pitch homer.
"Steve Sax is swinging the bat
very well," Dravecky said. "Aftr
the homer. I thought. ’Throw a
strike the next pitch, get the next guy
out, and go from there.’
"Dravecky just did a great job
after that first pitch," San Francisco
Manager Roger Craig said. To Inc.
Dravecky is up there with (Fernando) Valeniuela and (Orel
Hershiser. He’s one of the best
pitchers in the league."
Butler, who signed with the Gi
ants as a free agent during the off
season, gave the Giants a 4-1 lead
with his fourth -inning triple, which
drove in Jose Urihe and Dravecky.
Mike Aldrete followed with a sacrifice fly to drive in Butler and complete San Francisco’s three run rally
off Valenitiela

SPORTS

WET SUIT SALE
AT THE GET WET STORE
All full length wetsuits and drysuits are on sale now.
Sizes from xxxs to xl. Prices start at $99. Body Glove
French cut neoprene swim suits just $54.95.
videos -shades
sails-wetsuits
shirts -shorts
harnesses

sailboards -surfboards
bodyboardsboots
glovessweats
car racks
N

Another entry listed Hamilton
County Court Judge Harry Sauce.
41, of Noblesville, Ind. Sauce. an
experienced Formula Ford driver on
chael, runner-up to 1986 Indy win- the Sports Car Club of America cirner Bobby Rahal in the season driver cuit but a rookie in Indy cars, was
standings last year, were among II entered in a March-Cosworth by
entries received by the Speedway on Mergard’s Northside Inc. of CincinFriday.
nati.
John Andretti, Michael’s cousin
Other rookies entered earlier were
and the son of Mario’s twin brother. Bill Vukovich III, whose grandfaAldo Andretti. is among the group of ther won the Indy 500 in 1953 and
Indy rookies.
1954 and whose father drove 14
Michael, 25, of Nazareth, Pa., times in the race. Canadian driver
was listed as the driver of three 1988 John Jones, and Scott Atchison of
March cars powered by Cosworth Bakersfield. a protege of two-time
engines. A veteran of four previous Indy winner Rick Mears.
Indy 500 races. Michael had four of
Besides Unser. Mario Andretti,
his seven Indy-car victories a year Foyt, Mears and Rahal. the other
ago. His best finish at Indianapolis former winners entered in the race
was fifth in 1984. when he shared are Johnny Rutherford, a three -time
rookie of the year designation with Indy champ, and Tom Sneva and
race runner-up Roberto Guerrero.
Danny Sullivan. who have each won
Other entries were received Friday once.
for drivers Tom Bigelow, Phil
Foyt submitted entries for five
Krueger. Spike Gehlhausen and cars, listing himself as driver for
Dick Ferguson.
one, a new Lola powered by an en-

Auto Racing

SJSU’s Award Winning

ltrq Ito ra,61151,g
will present an evening of big band jazz
directed by Daniel Sabanovich-featuring special guest artist Paul McKee,
trombone soloist with the Woody Herman
Orchestra.
1157’ Listen to great jazz sounds TONIGHT
April 5, in the MUSIC DEPT. CONCERT HALL.
ADMISSION IS FREE!

Los Gatos Wind and Surf

Center

Open 10AM til dusk 7 days
15679 Los Gatos Blvd
1408)358-8021
TakeHiway 1710 Lark Ave , East to LG Blvd, turn Right, lust past 3rd light

Where’s the Best
Place to Hang
Your Cap?

Aaiiihmns
After graduation, trade in your cap and gown for a
great retail management career with the 111 off -price
retailer in the nation Marshal’s’ to apply,
please send your resume to

gine described as a Foyt-Olds. No
drivers were announced for the other
Foyt entries, although veteran
George Snider is likely to get one of
the cars.
Practice for the Indy 500 race is
scheduled to begin May 7.

T

IT

THE SPARTAN
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
S1.39
2 eggs
*Home tries
*Toast
(with student HA
140 t. San Carlos St
Mon-frl 7AM-SOM
Sat%Sun 5:30-1:30
9/1-2222

NAPLES PIZZA
& Italian Restaurant
WILLOW GLEN CENTER
2306 Almaden Rd. San Jose

GAIN VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE
and MARKETABLE SKILLS

$3 off any large pizza
$2 off any medium pizza

Associated Students is Interviewing for
Paid Positions on:

1Tuesday Night Speciai
$2.99
Spaghetti w/meat sauce
inc. garlic bread & salad

Program Board:
Executive Director
Marketing Director
Concerts
Forums

Finance Director
Classical Arts
Films
Performing Arts

Promotions Board:

A COMPANY ON THE MOVE.

The entries include
Al Unser, who
became the oldest
Indy winner in
history a year ago
and will turn 49 next
month on race day.

978-5515

Finance Director
Executive Director
Athletic promotions
A.S. Promotions
Newspaper)
(A.S.
Publications
Positions begin in May and continue
throughout the academic year
(1988-89). For more information go to
the A.S. office (3rd floor S.U.) or call
924-6240. Deadline to apply : April 14
/,

with coupon

Wed. Special
By 1 pizza,
get next smaller size
FREE
Wed. 5-10 with coupon

Live Entertainment
Every Thursday Night
Stewart Yarbrough
& his
Rhythm Masters
Buy 1 pitcher,
get 2nd free
Call for menu
Pizza by the slice
Daily lunch specials
WE DELIVER

Marshall’. Inc.

OFF
O% Anything

Paul Henry
Director of Human Resources
9453 Owensmouth Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
An equal opportunity employer
Funded by

ft.

have had discussions about the head
coaching position." Dalis said,
"and we will continue to discuss the
job with other candidates."
In withdrawing, Valvano, 42, said
he had "meaningful and productive" discussions with UCLA officials "but I want to stress that nothing was ever reduced to a final
proposal.
"It is a great job and the people I
met with were wonderful, but I feel
it is in my family’s best interests to
stay at North Carolina State. My oldest daughter is a freshman at N.C.
State and my middle daughter is a
sophomore in high school and I think
it best for them that we stay where
we are at this time," Valvano said.
Hazzard, a starter at guard on
UCLA’s first NCAA championship
team in 1964. was fired on Wednesday. less than three weeks after completing his fourth season.
After winning the 1987 Pacific -I0
championship, the Bruins stumbled
to 16-14 this season. They tied for
second in the Pac-I0, but were upset
by Washington State in the first
round of the conference tournament
on March II.

Indianapolis 500 drivers announced

Malcolm ’Missile’ Allen displays his award-winning form

Malcolm Allen. SJSI!’s top men’s
tennis player. has been named the
top player in Northern California for
the month of March.
The Northern California Tennis
Association named Allen as March’s
Player of the Month on Monday. It is
the first time a member of the Spartan tennis team has received the
honor.
Lauren Scott of the Association
said Allen. who is a junior, has been
SJSU’s top player since he joined the
team as a freshman.
Allen. nicknamed "the Missile,"
badly sprained his ankle in a match
against New Mexico State on March
9, and hasn’t played a singles match
since then
With is ins against the University
of Calif orma at Berkeley and the
University of California at Los Angel. however, Allen owe Use
most of hi, nine healthy days.
\ larch I. Allen defeated
UCLA’s Patrick Galbraith. helping

In his first season at UCLA,
Brown led the Bruins into the 1980
Final Four, where they lost in the
title game to Louisville.
Brown left after the 1980-81 season to coach the NBA’s New Jersey
come up because of the connection Nets, and is in his fifth season at
that I had." Brown said Sunday. "I Kansas.
love the school and I’ve always said.
Krzyzewski’s Blue Devils lost to
that and I care about what happens.
Kansas in one of Saturday’s national
"But this is a time of my life semifinals.
when I haven’t been thinking of any"I was contacted by them
thing but Kansas and our team. and I (UCLA). and I appreciate them exdon’t want to focus on anything else. pressing interest, but I have no inter"It’s uncomfortable when your est in them," Krzyzewski said Sunname is speculated all the time," day.
Brown continued. "It’s something I
Valvano, who arrived in Los Andon’t seek. I wish people would geles with his wife on Friday to disfocus their energies on our program cuss the job with UCLA officials,
and these kids and what an opportu- said he was not offered the position,
nity we have."
as had been reported.
Brown emphasized that he made a
He withdrew from consideration
mistake in leaving UCLA.
Saturday, saying it was in his fami"I was dumb to leave," he said ly’s best interests.
Sunday. "I say that every year. I
UCLA Athletic Director Peter
made a mistake. That was my first Dalis did not name any other candicollege job. My athletic director dates. He could not be contacted
(J.D. Morgan) died and there were a during the weekend.
lot of factors involved, but I was stuDalis praised Valvano as a coach.
pid. If I could change that I would,
"Jim is one of the best and first
but I can’t."
available coaches with whom we

ASS.N.

tate,’ Students

for SJSU Students
with current ID
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Playoffs open Wednesday;
new experience for Devils

Up and over
head
said.
the
said
ducoffiothfinal

Associated Press
As the Stanley Cup playoffs open
this week, the Edmonton Oilers have
something to prove and the New Jersey Devils are just trying to prove
themselves.
After finishing a disappointing
second in the Smythe Division and
failing to win the div ision title for
the first time in seven years, the Oilers hope to redeem themselves as the
"second season" opens Wednesday
night in eight NHL cities.
The defending Stanley Cup champions will host the Winnipeg Jets.
who finished third.
The playoffs will be a new experience for the Devils. It’s the first time
they’ve made post -season play since
they moved to New Jersey in 198283. They made the playoffs on the
last day of the regular season Sunday
night, capping a sizzling three -team
race for the final spot in the Patrick
Division.
In other first -round Smythe Division action, regular-season winner
Calgary plays Los Angeles. In the
other Patrick matchup. it’s Philadelphia opening at Washington.
In the Adams. Montreal hosts
Hartford and Boston faces Buffalo.
In the Norris. Detroit meets Toronto
and Chicago plays St. Louis.
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Smythe Division

Calgary and Los Angeles meet in
a series that could need a calculator
before it’s finished. Two of the highest scoring teams in hockey collected

home.

Hockey
25 goals in their final two meetings
of the season, both of which LA
won. The teams each won four
games during the regular season,
with each 3-1-0 on the road, and
combined for 84 goals in their eight
games.
During the regular season, the
Oilers handled the Jets pretty well,
holding a 4-1-3 edge in the series,
and have won all 14 games in the
four series they’ve played since joining the NHL in 1979-80.
Patrick Division
The Patrick just completed its
wildest finish, with three teams challenging bra playoff berth up to final
second of the season.
The Devils finally nailed down the
last playoff spot in a photo finish
with the New York Rangers and
Pittsburgh Penguins and now have
the task of playing the New York Islanders in a first -round game.
The Islanders won their first Patrick championship since 1983-84
over the weekend in a division that
separated the first -place team from
the last by just seven points, with all
six teams finishing over .500.
I
In the other Patrick series. Washington has the home -ice advantage
over Philadelphia. The Capitals took
the season series from the Flyers 42-1, winning three out of four at

Adams Do ision
In facing Montreal. Hanford has
the job of handling one of the hones’
teams in the NH1.. At tune point neap
the end of the season. the Canailien,
had a 15 -game unbeaten streak and
finished with the second-best record
in the league
The defensive -minded Canadiens
are big, fast and talented and base
many players back from their Stanley Cup championship team of two
years ago. including 50-goal scorer
Stephane Richer.
As for the Whalers, it looked for a
while as if they wouldn’t make this
year’s playoffs at all. But it late -sea
, son slump by Quebec helped to open
Ithe door for them.
Norris Division
Detroit lost superstar Sine 1.zei
man to injury late in the season. but
it didn’t affect them as they finished
strong, becoming the first dis istitital
title-winner this season. The Red
Wings won their di% ision by the fag
gest spread, 17 points over Si
Louis.
Although Toronto enters the play offs with the worst record among the
16 teams and the %k orst for a play oil
team since the 70 -game schedule
was adopted. the Maple Leafs have
given the division champions plenty
of trouble this year. The clubs have
split the series, with each 3-01 at
home.

Bell hits three homers in new role
Kt

Ni
a her
leran
le of
r is

NMI

Pole vaulter Brian Wicks, the 1987 California
State Junior College champion, becomes the first
Spartan this year to qualify for the NCAA track
and field meet which will be held in Eugene. Ore.
in June. Wicks, a 6-foot -2, 170-pound junior from
Bakersfield, jumped 17-3 1/4 at the Stanford Invitational, good enough for a second -place finish.
Wicks also runs a leg on SJStl’s mile relay team.
Other top finishers for the Spartans are: junior
Chris Becerra, who placed second in the 1500 meters with a time of 3:55.85; the 400-meter relay
team of junior Darren Coleman, freshman Mike

Ron Green-- Daily staff photograPh,
Williams, freshman Troy Brown and sophomore
David Villalobos, which finished third with a time
of 41.27; junior John Kozak, who ended up
fourth in the high jump clearing the bar at 6-10;
sophomore Sam Cavallaro, who took over the N.
8 spot on SJSC’s all-time list by throwing the
hammer 168.2 feet; and the mile relay team of Coleman, senior Dessaline Tucker, junior Tony Jeffery- and sophomore Demetrius Carter, which took
sixth with a time of 3:15.20. Coach Marshall
Clark will travel with his team to Fresno this
weekend to compete in the Fresno Relays.

The Associated Press
Blue Jays 5, Royals 3
George Bell became the first
player ever to hit three home runs on
opening day, leading the Toronto
Blue Jays past the hometown Kansas
City Royals 5-3 Monday.
Bell. bitter throughout spring
training with his move to designated
hitter. homered three times in that
role off Bret Saberhagen. Bell hit a
solo home run in the second, a two run drive in the fourth and a solo
shot in the eighth for the first three homer game of his career.
Jimmy Key, the AL earned run
:iverage champion, gave up a two
run homer to George Brett in the first
inning hut did not allow another run
in his sjx innings.
Tigers 5, Red Sox 3
Alan Trammell hit a two-run
homer off Boston reliever Lee Smith
with two outs in the 10th inning and
the visiting Detroit Tigers beat the
Red Sox 5-3 in the first game of the
1988 baseball season.
Jack Morris. 7-2 on opening days,
got the victory with help from Mike

Henneman, who pitched the final inning fora save.
Clemens. making his first opening -day start, struck out II and gave
up six hits.
Brewers 12, Orioles 0
Teddy Higuera pitched three-hit
ball for seven innings and Dale
Sveum’s two-run homer highlighted
a 16-hit barrage as the Milwaukee
Brewers routed Baltimore 12-0.
A crowd of 52,395. the largest
regular-season crowd in Baltimore
history, watched Milwaukee win its
third straight opener.

Waive the 100W Requirement

wi

Collegiate

5

vs.

12
15
16
17
26
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GREAT LUNCH SPECIALS
My Canh Restaurant

its

2:30
7:00
7:00
1:00
1:00
2:30

Cal State Hayward
Santa Clara
Pacific
Pacific
Pacific
Stanford

For further information call 294-8311

Nature’s Antidote to Stress

795 South 2nd Street
San Jose (408) 297-3063

For ticket info:
924 -FANS

Ad compliments of S:SU Assoc. Students

2nd Set of Prints!

"The experience of transcending is
the biological key to unlocking
creativity, dissolving stress and
anxiety, and improving concentration and memory."
MW.101,1,1111,10.4

AfRarka
cind

Bring in your color
film for developing &
printing at the regular
price.... Get a Second
Set of Prints

FREE!

Tan City
Wednesday Night
6

BEACH PARTY

6

Beach Beat Music
$1.00 All Drinks

Kodacolor. NI or other standard color print film
HO, 126. 135 or Disc film sizes
Glossy borderless prints
Prints are dated

CA Coolers

SPARTAN

75(t

" BOOKSTORE

Get Teas’d
at L.A. Rocks

II SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

Master Color
z*L9 ttqfj,z9v4A w.,*w t_t
Otter aspires

APRIL 8

’111.I.MIMIIIIIIIIII

because of his principled devotion to humanity.

-- FREE
-4

.

-V’ ..--.

In the evening, those who wish are invited to see the film Ak
Reyoirs. Les Enfants (Camera 3) at 7:10 p.m. which tells the
story of a Jewish boy sheltered by a priest who gave his litt.

"1101
I

A WEEK
Monday - Thursday & Sunday 8am - 101mi
Friday & Saturday 8am - 3pm

4

Finest

Monday - Friday 1 I am - 2pm
OPEN 7 DAYS

r.
1 Miti..0
_
17.5.41V,Iiii:fo p. .
7 - adottsv.:111;11,L ri.v..atIcor,

All games at Muni Stadium

Vietnamese and Chinese Cuisine
$3.95 per person

_1
a

Spartan Memorial Chapel
I - 2 pm.

APRIL Schedule:

8,1988

a

at

I

(Wednesday, April 13)

711111117.?

Except for undergrad Business & Engineering students

Deadline to register: April

Baseball

w

Yom Enn Sho 41
Hillel will hold interfaith services

-er.14.1.0.44.1

BASEBALL

April 16, 1988
Via writing workshop waiver exam
For registration materials contact
Testing office, Adm.Bldg. 218
924-5980

Rick Horton allowed nine hits in
eight innings for the victory.

Holocaus-t I.2L on.

/
e4o..V.ftiZ.Z41,ir Iviim*I.
4. 1.0.341040.

1988

Williams. whose homer capped a
three -run fifth, doubled to key it
five-run seventh and wipe inn a 4_3
lead for the Angels, who were play ing their first game under manager
Cookie Rojas.

A day to remember those who perished,
A day to honor those who cared.

!’f:ri- ’.;ii,

INN

White Sox N. Angels 5
Kenny V% !Mains homered and
doubled to drive in three runs, leading the Chicago White Sox over California Angels 8-5 before a Comiskey Park crowd of 35.899.

You keep the bucket!

$9.50
Water Tower Plaza, Campbell

Oiler limited to standard size color prints

4

’TM has markedly im
proved my ability to
concentrate. I can fo
cus on problems better and solve them
in rc easily. My
health is improved and I feel a
greater sense of well-being."
Adi Gore& U.S., Electrical
Engineering,
Stanford ’83

’71%1 has been .1
lifesaver. Vs
juggling of,
ing, perform,.
and administe,
it gives me the

inner clarity to prioriti/e and
lie better. It’s like having a !
secret weapon against dad) ,m
Most of all, it feels so good m
relax and meditate." Ilalitu
Lecturer, Dance Dept . L’ornmito,
Black Performing Arts
’TM relates me
...:
1.71avhee sgeree:Ci:litxMcremeafisting
much -I feel MOTC
at work,
alert and awake with
which is important in
KIImycreauivity
kmhours of sleep
my research since I
than ever before.
need to think about
My headas-hes have
new ideas a lot."
virtually disappear,.
Jim Brinkley, Ph D . Research AssoOrndi 114,117. ChM e,f 87
ciate% Knowledge Systems Lab

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION PROGRAM
Tues., April 5
12 pm, Pacheco Rm.
7:30 pm, Montalvo Rm.

Thurs., April 7
Wed., April 6
12 pm. Pacheco R
12 pm, Pacheco Rm.
7:30 pm, Montalvo Rm. 7:30 pm. Minital%.,

--

I )111.

’Tuesday. April S. 19ss
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Information regarding
’the pill’ unavailable

Pause for reflection

Burt Richards. a junior majoring in industrial
technologt reflects the image of 1nn I .eech. a ju-

Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer
nior majoring in biological science, in the mirror.
Richards is looking for the mirror’s focal points.

SJSU students reflect upon
spring break ’88 experiences
13) it Vogler
Daily staff writer
Parties. beaches. and traveling.II
that sounds like a dream, at least
spring break made it reality tor a
little w hile.
01 course for some SJSU students. reality meant studying and
working. Yesterday at the Student
Union. the Spartan Daily asked
seven students what they did tor
spnog break. Responses ranged
froBi tanning to schoolwork_ One
studym even went to Mexico.
But it Kasn’t for her tan
the fifth time in as many
cuss, Anne Licata h.:octet! south ot
the border as a missionat Her lull
sbn K ill appear III tomorrim
P4e7Fr+OrnOw. students answer the
qutition. "What did you ail for
spiiiig break
Anne Licata. a graduate student in
education:
"I went oft a mission to Mexico. I
worked m a small village --- most iii
the [louses were made of Cardhourd.
It %% as very. poor. We went to till
spiritual needs, hut we’re hoping to
mu hack and meet phy steal needs.

a group from my
all interpreters
et ci\ Me III lilt group That’s has,ills wliai I want 10 do in my life in
ilie
I learned a lot and it
enc. ’ii, ieed
Lok \l sin a senior majoring in
huone,
1
beginning of the break.
Ste worked on a group business proleer the rest of the week was spent
relaxing at the beach, watching the
crowds
and at night getting together w lii friends I had neglected
because tit school. As lhnlyf last
words: went surfing...
Pamela Cooper. a sophomore maiming in liberal studies.
l- very thing but anything. I went
to Gapitola and enjoyed the warmth
of the sun and related. I did no
homewlirk tt hatsoc.cr. I a ent up to
the Santa Cruz mi ’untain. tuir a beautiful hike in the forest 1 basically enitu.ed my .acation hy doing nothing "
Michael Robinson, a senior map/1111g to 110Illica I science:
"I went to Pennsylvania to visit
my loving girlfriend. and I saw the
eIll

chinch 1\

e were

Amish and the Mennenites and I
thought it was really interesting. I
went by Three -Mile Island Nuclear
Power Plant, but I can proudly say
that I did not participate in the 10th
annual protest against nuclear
power. That’s about it. I ate at Long
John Silvers. I visited the Book -ofthe-Month Club headquarters."
Leslie Duane, a freshman majoring in psychology:
"I worked. I went to the beach.
because I’m tanned. I went to San
I parFrancisco dancing and
tied. I went to a Kappa Sigma party
at Stanford."
Ken Guzzetta, a senior majoring
in business:
"Towards the middle of the week.
I went to Cannel with my girlfriend.
It was a beautiful day. I went to get
artichokes in Castroville. The rest of
the week was pretty much spent
work ing. "
Kim Wiedeman, a senior majoring in advertising:
"1 went and saw Public Image
Limited. I went to Santa Cruz and
made my graduation announce
mous.’

By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
Information can be powerful. But
information about the pill is not
readily available to the average news
consumer.
SJSU nurse practitioner Carol
Swanson said information hasn’t
kept up with our technology.
"For the first time in history we
have control over our fertility at almost no risk to our health," Swanson said.
Swanson continued by saying the
advantages of taking oral contraceptives. OC’s. far outweigh the risk a
person takes by not taking them.
She elaborated on some of the
positive effects of taking (X’s : a 50
percent reduction in the chalice of
getting pelvic cancer, along with a
reduction in the incidence of endometrium cancer.
"Most women feel they’re not a
candidate for the pill if they’ve had
moodiness or bloating because
the old data said they’re going to feel
worse. Most women fear weight
gain not cancer. It’s infuriating," Swanson said.
Comprehensive understanding on
the part of the general public about
oral contraception in the ’80s does
not exist, according to some doctors
and researchers.
One
researcher.
Dr.
David
Grimes, states the press hasn’t adequately reported on the status of the
pill today.
The fear that oral contraceptives
cause cancer is widespread and persistent. This impression is due
largely to intensi.e media coverage
of research studies citing adverse effects of OC’s." Grimes said.
"In many cases, these studies

Tor the first time in history we have
control over our fertility at almost no risk to
our health.’
Carol Swanson,
SJSU nurse practitioner
have been flawed or were inconsis- connected with the phased dose pill.
"By today’s standards, the early
tent with existing information,"
Grimes continued. "On the other combination preparations contained
hand, studies describing beneficial high doses of both estrogen and proeffects of (X"s seldom receive simi- gestin. Since their introduction, a
large volume of research has been
lar coverage by the media."
What the public should realize is conducted on OC’s." Pasquel said.
that the pill has changed. states the
A 1985 booklet from a Southern
Chairman of the obstetrics and gyne- California medical symposium titled
cology department at the University "Dialogues in Contraception" states
of Southern California School of in the quarter of a century since the
Medicine.
pill was introduced it has been "the
"Today. we rely on two varia- most widely studied pharmacalogic
bons of the combination pill
the agent in existence."
constant dose and the phased dose.
A brief history of OC’s outlined iii
As I have stressed throughout this this bixiklet details "subsequent oil
discussion, the least amount of both provements have followed a steady.
estrogen and progestin necessary for logical progression."
effective contraception is the best
Mishell said a clear pattern
option." Chairman Daniel Mishell,
emerged out of the ’70s and a signifit medical doctor, said.
Mishell explains there are cur- icant change in clinical practice rerently three types of phased dose sulted.
"We began to change our prepills available, and they all reduce
the total progestin dose but incorpo- scribing habits to exclude OC use in
rate different dosing schedules and women over 40 and smokers over
35. It was at this juncture that we
different progestins.
"Yet total progestin dose is re- also began prescribing estrogen
duced without increasing nuisance doses in the 30 to 35 micnigram
side effects or compromising effec- range," Mishell said.
tiveness." Mishell said.
"Dialogues in Contraception" ilAnother specialist in obstetrics lustrates the decline in the dosage
and gynecology, Dr.Samuel Pas- level in OC’s since 1960, when first
quale. supports Mishell’s positon
introduced
birth control pills con there is a strong beneficial nature tamed 150 micrograms of estrogen.

Mineta: New SJSU courses introduced
From page I
He has served in the U.S. House
of Representatives since 197.4 Previously. he served two terms as
mayor of San Jose.
Mineta has been the principle
drive behind the Civil Liberties Act,
HR442. that passed in the House in
September 1987. The Senate will he
voting an a companion hill w hen
they return from spring recess.
The bill seeks to restore dignit) to
the thousands of Japanese -Amen-

cans who were confined to intern ment camps during World War
said Eric Federing, Mineta’s press
representative in Washington D.C.
The hill’s thrust is to acknowledge
fundamental injustice. apologize on
behalf of the U.S. people, and to
make restitution to the surviving in [cruces.
Minch’ himself was interned as a
child.
He has been active in the divest ment of funds from companies doing

rftnke Your
Target market
AdverWe

924-3270

WANTED

WARE YOU CONFUSED ABOUT
CAREER CHOICES?
RELATIONSHIPS?

*5"
For the 1988 90 Academic Year. the Bay Area Society
fer Televisioii. Advertising and Radio is offering a

THERE IS A SOLUTION

TWO-YEAR SCHOLARSHIP WORTH $5,000.11 =I
To qualify, applicants most he toll time students with a major
in Advertising or Broadcast (1( ,rti munications and have
Junior Status in the Fall of 1988
Obtain applications from the University Financial Aid Office
Deadline April 15, 1988

A half-hour talk on this subject:
RELATIONSHIPS & CAREERS:
FINDING THEIR DIVINE BASIS
With a half hour question and answer period.

ATTENTION CALIFORNIA TEACHING

APRIL 6 - WEDNESDAY
1130 AM
AT THE CHAPEL AT SAN JOSE STATE
ADMISSION IS FREE.

CREDENTIAL. CANDIDATES
You may be eligible to have up to $8,000 of
your student loans assumed by the state of
California if you plan to teach in either a
designated low income area, or, in math,
science, or bilingual education.

SPEAKER: CHANNING WALKER
A member of the Christian
Science Board of Lectureship

For more information and applications,contact:
Susan Taylor
Financial Aid Office
Wahlguist South, room 208
Application

SPONSORED BY: The Christian Science College Organization
at San Jose State University

Deadline

May

cr
ttAPEL

4_
LNs

4

business with South Africa and an
active conscience for the nation on
involvement in Central America.
SJSU president Gail Fullerton w ill
introduce Mineta when he speaks on
the upper pad of the Student Union.
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Assumption Program of
Loans for Education
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuitk is a daily calendar
for VW student, faculty and staff
organkations. Items may be sub
muted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper is noon.

i

ing Concert Hall: Call 924-4674 for
information.
Ohana of Hawaii: General meeting.
7 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call
251-4667 for information.
Pre-Law Association: Mock trial
and computer aided trial techniques.
5-7 p.m. S.U. Costanoan Room.
Call 274-8672 for information.
Rotaract: Meeting. 7 p.m. Colonnade Recreation Room, 201 S. 4th
St. Call 920-2187 for information.
Social Dance Club: Dance practice.
5-7 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe Room,
Call 279-9680 for information.
SJSU Vovinam Viet Vo Duo Club:
Vietnamese martial art practice session. Everyone welcome to participate. 5:30-6:45 p.m. SPX 209. Call
292-4550 for information.
Student
Mobilization
Against
AIDS: Auditions for the play "Warren." 5-7p.m. S.U. Umunhum
Room. Call 924-62443 for information.

DAY

information.
School of Social Sciences Speaker:
Senator/professor John A. Murphy.
11:30-12:20p.m. S.U. Almaden
Room. Also: "Righting the Wrong)
of History" presented by Congress.
man Norman Mineta. 2:30-3:30p.m.
S.U. Upper Pad. Call 924-5300 fin
information.
SJSU Sailing Club: Meeting. 56:30p. m. S.U. Costanoan Room.
Call 287-2518 for information.
Women’s Council: General meeting. Noon. S.U. Council Chamber,
Call 924 5591 for information.

Alcoholics Anonymous: Weekly
meeting. Noon in Administration
Building. 222A. Call 924-5910 for
information.
Art Department: Eighth Annual
High School Art Exhibition. 11
a.m.-4 p.m.. Monday -Thursday. Art
Building. Gallery I. Call 924-4328
for information.
Associated Students: Accepting applications for committee openings.
program board and promotions
board. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. at the A.S.
Office. Call 924-6240 for information.
A.S. Leisure Services: Deadline to
sign up for fitness classes. 8:30
WEDNESDAY
a.m.-4:30 p.m. at A.S. Business Office. Call 924-5961 for information.
A1ESEC: NCI", members drive. 9
Department of Chemistry: Semi- a.m.-2 p.m. in front of the Student
nar on protein folding presented by Union. Call 926-5161 or 924-6034
Dr. Irwin Kuntz of UC-San Fran- ( 1:30-5 p.m.) for information.
cisco. 4:30 p.m. Duncan Hall 135. A.S. Leisure Services:
Deadline to
Call 924-5000 for information.
sign up for weight training.
Christian Students Fellowship: 8:30a.m.-4:30p.m. A.S. Business
Discussion meeting. 11:30 a. m. - Office. Call 924-5961 for informa1:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. tion.
Call 268-1411 for information.
MEChA: General body meeting.
Marketing Club: Fifth Annual 5:30 p.m. Chicano Resource Center.
Maui Raffle. Sign-up at tables in WLN 307. Call 298-2531 for inforfront of the Student Union and Clark mation.
Library. Call 277-8830 for informa- Music Department: Faculty Recital
tion.
Series: Andrew Berdahl. viola.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Student Mag- 8:15p.m. Music Building, Concert
azine Association: Meeting. 11:30 Hall. Call 924-4674 for information.
’a.m. Dwight Bente’ Hall 205. Call Re-entry Advisory: Lois Fiedler
292-3758 for information.
presents "Celebrate the TempoMusic Department: Modern Jazz rary." Noon-1:30p.m. AdministraEnsemble. 8:15 p.m. Music Build- tion Building 223. Call 924-5910 for

THURSDAY

LOT WEEK, P115
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SJSU Ski Club: Meeting and officer
nominations. 7:30p.m. S.U. Umunhum Room. Call 268-5633 for information.
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Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal
WAIT’ YOU

NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE?

We

have plans wIth quality cove..
at affordable prices Call Mark FII.
Ice, Washington National Insurno obli-

ance. (408)943-9190 t,ro
gation quote

PRIVATE ADOPTION, where to begin?
Information for couples and singles wishing to adopt

Pregnant

motheas-you
have
choice
Plea. call (409)339.9293
SJSU SINGLE PARENTS A campus
group is being formed for fun &
support Call 2486701
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll nose Save your tooth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see AS office or
call 1408) 3714811
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that OK We ore church com.
munIty that veins the individual
search toe one. own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jo. offers cretin orifices,
stimulating discussion, 8 opportunities tor social action W. are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays at 11 00 or call 292-3858

AUTOMOTIVE
63 SUZUKI GS450E Rs cond only Ill
ml new tires rod sporty 4 econenkal $950110 Call 293.0757
77 DODGE MONACO clean. good
condition WOO Call tor details
246.11111.401 message.
76 CHEVY NOVA" Good condlion
$129001 beast offer Cali 7324438
71 CAMARO eacellent condition too
many eras to list. $2950 b 0 Cell
269-1098 aft., 6 PM

COMPUTERS

ESS, CASHIERS.
Mara

and busboys

Colanders

looking

for

is

new,

always

enthusiastic

workers to join our team Apply at
2831 Meridian Ave or call 2657130 for &pooled’s.’
FOOD SERVER NEEDED for busy new
downtown restaurant Apply at
380 S Second St - - 297-0607
FOOD

SERVICE

scanted"
seeking

PERSONNEL

Coloring by Coast a
PT omployee w flex

schedule Exp preferr.d but nol
required Plow call 867.2700
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS’, lot I Mucosa*. and Inv..tots aeek foreign medals wtth
first hand knowledge of twonoose, business. scientific, and
political conditions In home country for consulting assistance For
into. send resum

to BCS

700 St Marys PI Suite 1400, San
Antonio, Tx. 78205 or call (800)
628-2628. Eat 856
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS’. Intl business.* and 0005.
loll soak foreign notionals crith
first

hand knowledge of .onomit, business, scientific, and
polecat conditions in home coun.
try tot consulting soistanio For
info. send resume to BCS Intl
700 St Marys P1. Suite 1400. San
Antonio, Tx. 78205 or call (600)
642.5254
FORMER PAINT AMERICA painters or
operantad painars for sununaf
Call Psblo PPI phone . 279-3137
HELP US RAISE Si MILLION through
the SJSU 1 0 A Learn valuabLe
conger enhancing sells Eney the
best booth pack.. anywhere
around’ Make good momy too’
Call Mitch al 924-1129
LIFEGUARDS Oescnal IL year round
posittons avsilable now

PC-COM

PC CON

PC-COM’’"

16 PA AT XT compatibles and act..
sofas

Located at 2515 S King
Social 6%

Road Call 238.1038
011 tor SJSU with ID

Salary

Lffeguards, $5 50-68 40 h.
managers
57 00-58 60 Iv

Pool
Call

042-2470
PART TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
available immediately 55-5911,

PC

w 2.311
delves
touch
1411150
acre.. 161S DOS Lotus 56 many
more $400 So 279-09020 nag

HIT
A 6UY IAIITH
GLASSES,
WOULD You?

I

ti

*’

Northern California Nonni.. (4151

PART.TIME, FULL TIME JOBS avail.
abler Nam at.. Cali BEST Tow

FOR SALE
MONO M01100’ a 130.575,MS-verd
31. 076 MS 001s10, 525.111ctr
anlys pat HPre 630-1415065-

porary Services 984.1340 for deails
Typist*
secretor*.
Ill.
receptionie
laborees

E399
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP la
unique booked.. speciaiting
books on history, current
events. Imbor, Black Americans.
Asian -Americans.
Chicanos.
Written by
women. Maoism

at

comed SJSU students 8 staff always hay. 100. off Call for appt
now" 405 E Santa Clara SI at
9th. call 995-0488 We speck Viet-

for

eves Dowd S J great cause’ Call
Ray at 947-7778 Help make his.
tory
TIE UP THOSE loose ends’ Earn extra
$5 as inventory counter kit pull ors. or stock clefts on short term
assignments NDWE Call us al
Tailored Inventory 749-0240 Monday through Friday
TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
*toff flooded to. reaklential 11,0111.Ma tor odolesomls and young
*dolts with autism 8 related disabilities FT PT pollens available

PERM C’ART TIME, 55 15 hr SC SVL
31 31 hrs Sun-Thurs aft RPM
Call Yrs. Pauline 263-5911

Black

Chicanos. Asians. labor

activist., Maoists We also have
In English, Soviet texts in the so.
cial scant.. You wont find our
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Forecast worsens;
summer looks dry
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Preliminary results from the April snowpack
survey indicate spring runoff in rivers will be an average of less than 50
percent of normal statewide, making
the already dry forecast for the summer even worse, officials said Monday.
The forecast dropped from about
60 percent a month ago because
there has been little or no snowfall in
the mountains. said Jack Pardee, a
state Department of Water Resources snowpack survey engineer.
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Re-entry Advisory Drop-in support
group. 2-3:30p.m. S.U. Pacheco
Room. Call 924-5930 for information.
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Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Meeting and flea market announcement.
4:30p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. Call
263-2312 ,or information.
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Honors

Hanging around

rom page

and off the Virginia campus he’s
worked at since 1980. Information
on his 1987 VITA states he has:
three degrees in economics, been
awarded 14 fellowships and awards,
written three books and about 50 articles on economic issues.
Willis said, "Williams has a
clear-cut point of view. Students will
find his point of thought provoking."
SJSU’s Academic Senate adopted
a policy to bring widely known
speakers to campus with funding
trom state lottery monies.
"The series of speakers for Honors Convocations are brought in by
lottery money." Willis said. "I
think it’s worthwhile."
An SJSU Academic Senate
spokesperson said honor students

will be invited by mail to the April
22 Honors Convocation ceremony.
University policy explains the
qualifications for being an honor student. It states SJSU course grades
posted during the two semesters
prior to the Convocation are considered, along with a minimum requirement of 12 units.
As stated by university policy
F86-5: "Any undergraduate student
who has earned a 4.0 grade -point average in the two semesters prior to
the Honors Convocation shall be
deemed a President’s Scholar. Any
undergraduate student who has
earned a 3.65 or higher grade -point
average in the two semesters prior to
the Honors Convocation shall be
deemed a Dean’s Scholar."
Students who feel they qualify for
honor status and have not been notified about the April ceremony may
wish to contact their department
dean.

Report
From page I
many believe that the Rec Center will be completed with student fee increases.
Reynolds also created a committee to study Rec Center
overruns, and chose its members herself. They include
SJSU students Michael McLennan and Tom Boothe. San
Diego State University student
John Richardson
J. Handel Evans, SJSU executive vice president. told the
Student Union Board of Directors last month, ’It’s the Chancellor’s personal committee.
She’s got the bit between her
teeth and she’s going to run."
SUBOD assured students
that fees would not exceed $40.
a promise which apparently
will be broken.
Boothe,
and
McLennan
however, say that a fee increase
jF not necessarily a foregone
conclusion.
"I see the CSU moving in
the direction of the studentMcLennan said. "But it sill
dents don’t move on this, we
will have a fee increase."
But with permission given to
the Chancellor to raise fees.
few other funding options
available, and Dielschneider’s
belief that student protest could
prolong the project and make it
more expensive, there seem to
be few alternatives.
So although the PMA report
finds fault with nearly everyone
involved in the project except
students, it appears as though it
is they who will have to continue funding the Rec Center
until it is completed.

Shooting

play, said McKeithan was "a very,
very nice person, intelligent and
hard working . . . really like the kid
From page I
next door."
Chugg, costume technician, said no
Student Huffy Davis said she
costumes were missing.
couldn’t imagine McKeithan ending
McAllister said he saw McKei- up in jail.
than walking out of a 7-11 food store
"He’s cute. He’s young. He’s an
on the Monday before the incident, actor," she said.
wearing a trenchcoat and a hat.
McKeithan lived with a roommate
"I said, ’Hi Charles’ and he said in a Seventh Street apartment. His
he just got a membership in (the parents moved to Georgia around
store’s) video club." McAllister Christmas and Davis said she
didn’t inquire about the outfit be- thought he might have been emocause McKeithan "always wore tionally and financially strained.
kind of bizarre clothes."
"Something should be available
McKeithan, a freshman and full- so things like this just don’t haptime student, played the young pen," she said and suggested setting
prince in the department’s produc- up a loan fund where students in
tion of Shakespeare’s "A Winter’s need could get quick cash.
Tale," Chugg said.
Shelline Whiting. clerical assisMcKeithan was also cast as a jug- tant of financial aid, said an emergler in the upcoming play. Lerner gency loan fund already exists. A
and I.A)We’S "Camelot."
maximum of $250 may be loaned to
Dusty Reed. who is directing the students enrolled in at least six units.

Funding

Ron Green Daily

Vince Wallace. a junior majoring in aerospace,
reads his notes while hanging upside down from a

L . A . prisoner
needs rescue
during escape

staff photographer

bar on the par course b Tower Hall. Wallace is a
gymnast, but does not compete for the Spartans.

LOS ANGELES (AP1 A prisoner got stuck in a second -floor window while trying to escape from a
police headquarters holding cell and
had to he rescued by firefighters, police said.
Felipe Pere/. 26. who was being
held for investigation of auto theft.
got out of a cell at Parker Center

about 6:50 a.m. Sunday. went into a
hallway, pulled apart part of the window frame and got stuck as he tried
to climb through. said Sgt. Marvin
Morton.
Jailers tOund him while making
their rounds. Firefighters raised a
ladder to the window and extricated
him: the rescue took 20 minutes.

GOLD RING SALE

60 OFF 18K
40 OFF 14K
20 OFF 10K

From page I
"We decided not to because we’ll
he open the primary hours for students in the dorms to go and eat."
said Aaron Neira, chairman of the
social
program
committee
of
MEChA. the Hispanic/Chicano student association.
"We don’t want to compete with
them for meals they’ve already paid
14." Neira said.
"I still think an admissions charge
would keep people there," Boothe
said.
And the crowd again grew quiet as
McCarthy called for a vote on the
main motion, the $4,000 allocation.
The directors voted, and the motion passed. The Chicano Alliance
had $4.000 for Cinco de Mayo, and

the group gave its last, and longest,
ovation of the day.
There were hugs and handshakes
outside the chambers as the group
celebrated.
"It was a victory," Loredo said.
"I was a bit nervous. They chopped
the allocation down from $5,800.
The added representation today definitely helped us get that extra money
for events."
Carmelita Gutierrez. a senior majoring in psychology, said it isn’t fair
that the group has to lobby and fight
for funding for their events.
"We have to run around and fight
for money because the university
doesn’t recognize it as an important
event.
"Subtle racism exists on this campus. We don’t have fair representation in the faculty. We show up
heavily in the maintenance and cus-

todial staff. We have to look for faculty and bring them to campus."
Overall, however, the group was
victorious and happy.
Controller Victoria Johnson left
the meeting to come outside and
congratulate the group. Next year’s
controller. Mark Murillo, who
clinched the seat just a week before,
and last year’s controller, Gabriel
Miramontes, were also there.
"Let’s go celebrate our victory!"
someone shouted after the crowd
stood outside the chambers for about
a half hour.
"First I want to get a picture."
someone else said.
The group lined up and posed.
"Everyone say ’quest); ’ said a
girl with the camera. Queso is the
Spanish word for cheese.
"No," said someone else. "Everyone say ’allocation.’ "
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INTEREST while you are in school a substantial savings to you
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